SUMMER VACATION ASSIGNMENT
SESSION 2020-21
CLASS: X
SUBJECT- SOCIAL SCIENCE
General Instructions
(i) Attempt all questions
(ii) Section -A & B have overall 30 questions-15 from History and 15 from Geography respectively.
(iii) Each answer must be around 80 to 100 words.
(iv) As a compulsory assignment, it is to be evaluated for PT-1 soon after the school reopens.

HISTORY (Nationalism in Europe)
1. Describe the strange case of Britain.
2. Why is Victor Emmanuel called an architect of Italian Unification?
3. The decade of 1830 had brought great economic hardships in Europe-Support the statement
with argument.
4. What were the various strategies adopted by European nationalists to visualize the nation?
5. Nationalism no longer retained its idealistic liberal democratic sentiments by the last quarter
of the 19th century in Europe-Analyse the statement with examples.
6. Describe the Frankfurt event of 1848 in Germany.
7. Describe the contribution of Otto Von Bismarck to the German unification.
8. Why were the conservatives ready to accept changes in the 19th century Europe?
9. What did duke Matternich mean by his statement-when France sneezes, rest of Europe
catches cold?
10. Explain Utopian vision with a suitable example
Or
Nationalism spreads when people begin to believe that they are all part of the same nationSupport the statement.
11. Discuss the factors and consequences of battle of Waterloo.
12. Describe the Silesian Revolution of 1845.

13. How did culture play an important role in creating the idea of the nation? Explain in the
context of European Romanticism of the 19th century.
14. Greece is the cradle of European civilization-Who did say and why?
15. Write about the following:
(i) Giussepe Mazzani
(ii) Giussepe Garibaldi
(iii) Johann Gottfried
(iv) Karol Kurpinski
(v) Kaiser William-1

GEOGRAPHY(Resource and Development)
16. How are nature, technology and institution interdependent?
17. Classify the resources on the basis of ownership.
18. Explain the statement of Mahatma Gandhi-There is enough for everyone’s need but not for
greed.
19. Write a short note on Agenda -21.
20. Describe the Land use pattern in India.
21. Land is a natural resource of utmost importance-Justify the statement with appropriate
arguments.
22. Describe the different types of fallow land.
23. Distinguish between Gullies and Sheet erosion.
24. Suggest measures to conserve the soils.
25. Resource planning is essential for sustainable existence-Discuss
26. There is diversity in the availability of resources in India-Justify the statement with
examples.
27. Write the various causes behind the land degradation in context of different states of India.
28. The future generation may not have sufficient resources as compared to the present
generation-Justify the statement by giving suitable examples
29. Why do we have land use data of 93% of 3.28 million sq km of India?
30. Write the key points of your steps that you would like to undertake for the sustainable
development as an industrialist?

